
Test psicotécnico: Actividad administrativa 

The questions of this online test change order or contents every time someone does it. However they are always 

the same type of questions and, therefore, this document includes the translation of a sample test of 25 questions. 

1. In the following image, each number has a related letter. Which is the correspondence to number 

1354742? 

 

 

2. According to the following image, how many clients, whose last names start with letters in the range L to 

R, including them, have a salary inferior to 19.001?  

 

Client Salary Client Salary 

José García 20.500 Ana Fernández 9.000 

Luis Merino 19.000 Verónica Casas 12.000 

Roberto López 24.750 Alfredo Sánchez 31.500 

María Martín 16.000 Pablo Domínguez 14.500 

 
3. Mark the option where both elements are identical 

 
4. If consonants capital letters are equal to 11, vowels in lower case to 10, consonants in lower case to 01 

and capital vowels to 00, how much is the word “Orangután”? 

 

 

5. Mark the series of words that follows a correct alphabetical order: 

 



6. Mark the option where both elements are identical 

 

7. According to the following image, how many salaries are inferior to 19.000?  

 

Client Salary Client Salary 

José García 20.500 Ana Fernández 9.000 

Luis Merino 19.000 Verónica Casas 12.000 

Roberto López 24.750 Alfredo Sánchez 31.500 

María Martín 16.000 Pablo Domínguez 14.500 

 

8. How many times is number 4 repeated in the following table? 

   

 

 

 

 

 

9. Select the number with only odd digits: 

 
 

10. Mark the option where both elements are identical 

 

 



11. In the following paragraph, which is the vowel that appears the least number of times? 

 

12. Given the following number: 9 9 5 9 9 9 5 5 5 5 9 9 5 9 5 9 5 9 9 5 5 5 9 5 9 9 5 9 9 5 9 5 9 5 5 9 , if we 

make groups of 4 digits with no order change, which is the corresponding series of letters, taking into 

account that: a=5595; b=9959; c=5599; d=9559; e=5959; f=9955; g=9595; h=5995? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. In the following image, each letter has a related digit. Which is the correspondence to letters AEDBFAG? 

 

 
 

14. Given the names 1) Luis Miguel Buenaventura and 2) Luis Miguel Buenoventura, select the 

corresponding denomination according to the following rules: 

NAI = Same first and last names 

NN= Different first name and same last name 

NA= Different last name and same first name 

NNA = Different first and last names 

 
 

15. Which of the following classifications is alphabetically correct? 

 



16. Select the number with only even digits: 

 

17. If capital consonants letters are equal to 32, vowels in lower case to 1, consonants in lower case are 

equal to 2 and capital vowels to 5, which is the value of the word “Tráquea”? 

 
 

18. Which delivery has been cheaper, according to the following rules: 

- The delivery cost of a national telegram is 7 euros 

- The delivery cost of an international telegram is 16 euros 

- The delivery cost of an international urgent telegram is 33 euros 

- The delivery cost of an online telegram is 7 euros 

 

2 online telegrams and 1 international urgent telegram 

3 national telegrams and 1 online telegram 

1 international telegram and 1 international urgent telegram 

2 national telegrams and 1 international telegram 

19. An encyclopaedia is divided into 6 books. Book I goes from A to CAP; book II from CAQ to JIL; book III 

from JIM to LOS; book IV from LOT to PAM; book V from PAN to ROS; book VI from ROT to Z. To which 

books belong HABAS and QUESO? 

 

HABAS to book I and QUESO to book VI 

HABAS to book II and QUESO to book V 

HABAS to book II and QUESO to book VI 

HABAS to book I and QUESO to book V 

 

20. Given the following number: 3 1 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 1 3, if we make groups of 4 

digits with no order change, which is the corresponding series of letters, taking into account that: a=3131 

b=3311 c=1313 d=1331 e=3113 f=1133? 

 

 
 

 



21. Which of the following classifications is alphabetically incorrect? 

 

 
22. Which is the digit that appears most times in the following table? 

 
 

23. I want to do an activity during 5 days and have to pay the enrolment costs on the first day. Which sport 

would be cheaper to practice one hour a day? 

 

Sport Enrolment Price per hour 

Tennis 60 2 

Basketball 35 6 

Football 11 5 

Swimming 20 4 

 

Swimming 

Football 

Tennis 

Basketball 

24. Which of the following series follows a correct decreasing order? 

 

25. Which is the letter most times repeated? g a e b a e g a b a e a b e a e g e g g b g b a b a 

 


